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How did we get here?

When did this happen?
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Where did the joy of leadership go?

What we do & this session is about

We
turn
information

… into
inspiration &
ideas

… & help people
turn ideas into
action

… so they & their
students can
flourish
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Today’s objectives
Provide you with insights into how flawed ideas
about change prevent our success
Give you some better questions to ask to tap into a
deeper (and more joyful) way to improve learning
and school performance
Inspire you to take a first step to help your
students and teachers unleash the power of
curiosity & flourish as lifelong learners.

Have we been afflicted with G.E.R.M.?
(the Global Education Reform Movement)

Highstakes
testing

Standards
for core
subjects
External
pressure to
improve

Finnish Lessons: What Can the World Learn from
Educational Change in Finland
Pasi Sahlberg
former Director General
Centre for International Mobility & Cooperation
Helsinki, Finland
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G.E.R.M. forces change from the Outside-In

4. Rely on
summative
measures
5. Use coaching
to ensure
compliance

3. Give
orders

2. Script onesize-fits-all
solutions

6. Reward
& punish

1. Focus
on gaps

7. Maintain
pressure

How well does it work?
What are some of the unintended consequences?

Do negative rewards drive behavior?
What negative reinforcement could
be greater than this one?

(The fear of death.)
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If you were told you must change
your lifestyle or die within a few
months or years, would you do it?

How many people out of 10 are
motivated by fear of death to actually
change their lifestyle?
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What are we
actually measuring?

Look, we can bribe kids into looking smarter.
But what conclusion should we really draw from this?

Levitt, S.D., List, J.A. Neckermann, S. & Sadoff, S. (2012). The behavioralist goes to school: Leveraging
behavioral economics to improve educational performance. NBER Working Paper No. 18165.
Cambridge, MA: National Bureau of Economic Research.
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Is it time to
rethink the
paradigm?

Success follows predictable pathways

Student success
left to chance

Better
routines
with
fidelity

Shared
expertise

Systemsponsored
innovation

Is there a better way than external
pressure to develop expertise?
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What might it look like to motivate change
from the inside-out?

1. Create
shared purpose

How clear is our purpose?
Moral purpose

Plans
Is it just to be

Goals career & college

ready … or could
it be something
deeper and more
powerful?
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What single factor drives these positive outcomes?
If you could give it to your students, would you?

• It’s as important as intelligence in student achievement.
• It supports better job performance.
• It leads to better relationships.

Curiosity

• People with more of it have greater life satisfaction.
• It can helps us live longer.
• It predicts leadership ability.

Kids demonstrate less curiosity as they grow older.
Why?
Kindergarten students

Fifth grade students

2-5 episodes of curiosity
per 2 hour period

0-2 episodes per 2 hour
period

Engel, S. (2011). Children's need to know: Curiosity in schools. Harvard Educational Review, 81(4), 625–645.
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When have you seen these different types of
curiosity in your students?

Spark of initial
interest

Flame of
ongoing interest

Fire inside to
pursue learning

Diversive
curiosity

Exploratory
curiosity

Trait
curiosity
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Mystery
What happened to the
Neanderthals?

What sparks curiosity?

Suspense
What will happen
to Gatsby & Daisy?

By talking about curiosity
Why is it good to be curious? What am I
curious about?

Cognitive conflict
Wind blowing down a
mountain is warm?

Controversy
Should wolves be
protected?

With big ideas and wonder
Is history linear or cyclical? Do scientific
formulas make the universe less mysterious?

How can we stoke a “fire inside”?

With reflective deep practice
What have I learned? How can I
keep getting better?

With active learning
What do others think about my ideas?
Why do they have different ideas?
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How would we “do” curiosity in our schools?

2. Unleash
student
curiosity &
engagement

1. Create
shared purpose

What do we do when there’s no paint-bynumbers approach to follow?
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Jerry Sternin

Should we study the problem?
64% of children are
malnourished.
We must solve that!

34.1%

13.6%
0.1% 2.1%

34.1%

13.6%
2.1% 0.1%
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Or the solution?
36% of children
aren’t
malnourished

34.1%

13.6%

34.1%

13.6%
2.1% 0.1%

0.1% 2.1%

Where are your students already curious?
Why?
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Building on bright spots in Northern Melbourne

Northern Melbourne Metropolitan Region
75,000 students

What “bright spots” support curiosity?

?

Assessment Growth mindset
for Learning
feedback Higher-order
Challenging
questions
tasks
Cooperative
groups

Clear
learning goals

High expectations &
authentic relationships

Emphasis on inquirybased learning

Commitment to
consistent teaching
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How do we encourage professional curiosity?

4. Lead with
questions

3. Build on
bright spots

2. Unleash
student
curiosity &
engagement

1. Create
shared purpose

What if curiosity drove our professional
conversations?
5 why questions

Why are 4th grade
reading scores slumping?

Students lack prior
knowledge

Why is that happening?

Bright spot
questions

What’s going well?

We have a really
good marching band

How might we copy
that success?

Mind-shift questions

How might a deficit
be a benefit?

Teachers are young
& inexperienced

Teachers are eager
& relate well to kids
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What encourages people to change their practices?
Components

Knowledge

Skill

Transfer

Study of theory

10%

5%

0%

Demonstration

30%

20%

0%

Practice

60%

60%

5%

Peer coaching

95%

95%

95%

Joyce, B., and Showers, B. (2002). Student achievement through staff development (3rd ed.). Alexandria,VA: ASCD.

What would it look like to change from the Inside-Out?

5. Adopt &
adapt in
rapid
cycles

4. Lead with
questions

6. Support
change with
peer coaching

3. Build on
bright spots

7. Reframe
the goal

2. Unleash
student
curiosity &
engagement

1. Create
shared purpose
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Nice ideas.
But does any of this stuff work?
Results from the
Northern Metropolitan Region
Melbourne Australia

What were the results?
Distribution of NAPLAN scores in grades 3,5,7,9 in the Northern
Metropolitan region
6,750 more
students on track
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9,900 students’
lives changed

Where would you start?
Small efforts
to build
curiosity?

Instructional
rounds to find
bright spots
where curiosity
is already
flourishing?

Building shared
purpose?

Action research
to build
curiosity?

Employing peer
coaching to build
curiosity?

Asking different
questions?

Re-balancing
how we
measure &
drive learning?
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What are you curious about now?

Where might your
curiosity take you?

Thank You
Contact me
Bryan Goodwin
bgoodwin@mcrel.org
303.632.5602

Keep learning with McREL books

Stay connected
McREL.org
@bryanrgoodwin
@McREL

Get FREE resources
McREL.org

Company/McREL

Many ideas
discussed today
are in this free
white paper
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